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Vowels

HIGH

MID

LOW

i ü
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i

ɨ ɯ u

o

ɔ
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ʊ

ɑ

ʌ

ə

ɛ

 A Phonetic Alphabet for American English

 CONSONANTS

pʰ pill tʰ till kʰ kill
p spill t still k skill
b bill d dill g gill
f fll θ thin ʃ (š) shell
v villa ð then ʒ (ž) measure
l lily s sin ʧ (č) chill
w will z zebra ʤ (ǰ) jelly
m mill n nil ŋ sing
r rent j (y) yes h hill

ɾ later ʔ uh_oh!

 VOWELS AND DIPHTHONGS

i beat ə sofa u boot
ɪ bit ʌ but ʊ foot
e bait aʊ cow o boat
ɛ bet aɪ buy ɔ long
æ bat ɔɪ boy ɑ pot

See inside back cover for Phonetic Symbols for Consonants.
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xix

Preface

A Special Word to Students
Language scientists in recent decades have generated a burst of insight into 
the structure of languages, the interactions between language use and social 
structures, and even into the representation of language in the brain. In the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries, philologists at first and then linguists and 
cognitive scientists deepened our understanding of the singularly human trait 
that is language. We have returned to questions about the origins of language, 
which were thought too speculative for serious inquiry in an earlier age.

What we do know about languages comes from comparatively deep knowl-
edge about very few of the world’s 7,000 languages, staggeringly difficult ques-
tions still challenge linguistic researchers, and entire arenas of inquiry remain 
underexplored. The good news for university students is that significant work 
remains to be undertaken, and in an information-hungry universe connected 
through an astonishingly robust Internet, major companies bearing the most 
familiar names are seeking talented, informed, and dedicated explorers of lan-
guage and its patterns of use. If you aim to contribute to our understanding of 
language in the brain or in interaction, rest assured that what we know now will 
be dwarfed by what you and your peers will discover in the decades just ahead. 
This book invites you to raise questions about language structures,  language 
acquisition and language development, and the roles of language in human 
 interaction and perception.

Most of us learn early in life how powerful an instrument for good language 
can be. Think of the many otherwise difficult or impossible achievements that 
speaking makes possible for children. Think of the delights of song lyrics, screen-
plays, poems, fiction, and tweets! But language can also be an instrument for ill, 
and the wisdom in “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but words will never 
hurt me” is limited to the proverb’s first half. Language does much more than 
describe or report. Language performs: it acts and achieves things. Given that 
speaking is as central to our social interactions as to our cognitive endeavors, 
the ability to accomplish good or inflict harm is unsurprising. Irrespective of 
your college major and career goals, the benefits of knowing as much as possible 
about language and how it works are incalculable.

As you read Language: Its Structure and Use—LISU for short—you’ll see certain 
words in boldface type even when they are not examples or captions. When 
an important concept is first discussed (not necessarily when first mentioned), 
the term for that concept appears in boldface to highlight its significance; those 
boldfaced terms also appear in the glossary toward the back of the book. At the 
end of the glossary you’ll find a guide to the meaning of asterisks and other me-
chanical notations used throughout this book, although phonetic symbols appear 
instead on the inside front and back covers. If, as you read, a question or interest 
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xx Preface

prompts you to learn more about the topic, you will find leads at the end of the 
chapter in “Suggestions for Further Reading.” You’ll also find website addresses 
and mentions of video recordings. For further leads and other helpful discussion, 
go to http://www.CengageBrain.com and click your way through to the LISU 
pages. Then bookmark the URL for easy return visits.

A Word to Instructors
LISU includes more chapters than can be covered in a semester-long course. Most 
instructors cover the first six chapters and then select among the others. Here the 
chapter discussing morphology appears before the chapters treating phonetics 
and phonology. That order reflects two facts: students find words more tangible 
than sounds, and morphology can be discussed without phonetic symbols, whose 
appearance at the gateway to the study of language can be discouraging. Still, if 
you prefer to teach phonetics and phonology before morphology, skip Chapter 2 
until you have taught Chapters 3 and 4; you need only postpone the section on 
“Morphology and Phonology Interaction: Allomorphy” in Chapter 4 until you’ve 
completed Chapter 2. A few instructors have suggested combining the chapters 
on pragmatics and conversation or the chapters on historical linguistics and the 
history of English, but because many others have found one or the other of these 
pairs satisfies the particular needs of their audience I have kept all four. In an 
effort to contain costs, the chapter on “Writing” is available only on the LISU 
website.

Special Features
At the head of each chapter, “What Do You Think?” describes quotidian interac-
tions and asks questions to which the chapter provides answers. The questions 
aim to engage students before they start reading and to establish a few key 
points at the outset. Brief responses to the questions can be found at the end of 
each chapter, preceding the exercises, and students may find it useful to check 
their answers before returning to the top of the chapter.

Within chapters, the “Try It Yourself” sections straightforwardly address what 
has just been or is about to be discussed in the text and foster the practice of 
students playing an active role in their learning.

New to this edition are sections called “At the Bar,” which appear in some 
chapters to illustrate real-life use of matters under discussion. These features 
 describe direct application of linguistic analysis to crimes and other forensic 
matters. They show the application of language analysis in a growing arena out-
side more traditional fields of applied linguistics.

The sections called “Computers and . . .” have been revised to give sharper 
focus where possible to developments in voice recognition, speech synthesis, 
and automatic translation, phenomena taken for granted by younger students 
but excitingly at the heart of some of the most ambitious R&D sections of major 
corporations.
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Preface xxi

Exercises in each chapter separate those analyzing English from those 
 analyzing other languages. Exercises designated “Especially for Educators and 
 Future Teachers” will likely prove helpful to most students, perhaps especially 
if framed as of interest beyond educators to parents and future parents, whose 
children’s success will be significantly affected by school practices and teachers’ 
attitudes.

Practice exercises are given in the Exercises section of Chapters 2 through 8 
and Chapter 10, and students can check their answers against suggested ones on 
pages 555 through 558.

What’s New
This edition of LISU has been expanded in some respects, condensed in others, 
and recast for greater clarity wherever possible. Chapter 1 has been trimmed. 
Additional tree diagrams appear in Chapter 2, and the discussion of morpho-
logical types is expanded. Where relevant, newer words like tweet and google 
are discussed, as well as Google n-grams, for example to trace the rise of words 
like snuck for sneaked. Chapters 3 and 4 on phonetics and phonology have been 
revised for clarity, with a rule-based approach maintained for its pedagogical 
value. Chapter 5 on syntax contains additional tree diagrams with more explicit 
trees and a section on testing for constituency by movement, substitution, and 
coordination. Chapters 6 through 9 on universals, pragmatics, and conversation 
have benefited chiefly from improved clarity and updated examples. Chapter 10, 
on registers, has been simplified and relies for much of its analysis on passages 
that contrast the conversational style of Merle Miller’s book of interviews with 
President Harry Truman (which remained on the New York Times best-seller list 
for over a year) with a formal biographical passage from David McCullough’s 
Pulitzer Prize–winning biography of the same president. Chapter 11, on dialects, 
contains no DARE maps; instead, students are referred to websites, where they 
may serendipitously find their way to further links. The chapters on histori-
cal linguistics and the history of English are updated, including added discus-
sion about the development of periphrastic modals in Chapter 13. Chapter 14 
expands the discussion of second-language acquisition, a subject of interest to 
university students facing a language requirement. At the end of the Glossary, a 
set of explanations for symbols and typographical conventions has been added.

I hope this edition will continue to meet your aims and your students’ needs.

Workbook and Answer Keys
Accompanying this seventh edition of LISU is a new (sixth) edition of Looking 
at Languages: A Workbook in Elementary Linguistics by Paul Frommer and me. 
Among other additions and enhancements, it contains exercises dealing with 
new technologies in word processing, automatic translation, and speech recog-
nition. These exercises will help students apply and extend basic linguistic tools 
of analysis.
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xxii Preface

Spoken-language files to accompany many workbook exercises are available 
via Linguistics CourseMate at http://www.CengageBrain.com. Urge your 
students to bookmark the LISU and LOLA websites once they click their way 
through to them the first time.

Answer keys for LISU and LOLA are available to instructors from the pub-
lisher. In LISU’s answer key, some chapters offer guidance for instructors on 
ways to supplement the text or take advantage of matters otherwise unexplored 
in the text itself.
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1

What Do You Think?
•	 Rob and Rod, college roommates who’ll argue over almost anything, are 

 debating the number of languages in the world. Rob says thousands. Rod 
says there’s no way to count ’em. What do you say?

•	 Lauren in Los Angeles opens her utility bill and says with alarm as she 
glances at an insert, “Look at this! Five different languages! Spanish and 
Chinese and who knows what else! Isn’t English the official language of the 
USA?” Is it?

•	 Reading a magazine, sixth-grade Sydney looks up and asks what note means. 
Figuring she knows its meaning in expressions like thank-you note and 
 musical note, you ask her to read the sentence aloud. She reads it, and you 
say it means ‘paper money’ or ‘bill,’ as in “$20 bill.” She asks how hearing 
the whole sentence helped you. Your explanation?

•	 Fifteen-year-old Felix is teasing seven-year-old Seth at a family picnic and 
asks, “Do you know when your birthday is?” When Seth says, “May ninth,” 
Felix retorts, “I didn’t ask when your birthday is, dude! I asked if you knew 
when it is!” What does Seth understand about the question that Felix 
 pretends not to know?

Languages and Linguistics

1
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2 Chapter 1 Languages and Linguistics

Some dictionaries include language names among their entries, and you’ve prob-
ably seen lists that provide information about the number of speakers of various 
languages. When the U.S. Census Bureau compiles its data, it records which 
languages residents speak and makes that information publicly available. At the 
United Nations, most countries are represented, and their ambassadors would 
likely know which languages are spoken in their home countries. With all that 
information, it should be easy to answer the question, “How many languages are 
there in the world?”

Actually, enumerating the languages of the world is not a straightforward task. 
First, it’s not always clear whether to call two language varieties dialects of one 
language or different languages altogether. Then, too, languages previously un-
known to outsiders are sometimes discovered in the Amazon, Papua New Guinea, 
and other remote parts of the world. Some compilations of languages may be lim-
ited to spoken tongues, while others include signed languages. Finally, languages 
die when their last speaker dies, and that happens more often than you’d think.

Even when criteria are established for inclusion on a language list, compiling 
the information may be tough. For one thing, a given language may have differ-
ent names, as with Hebrew/Ivrit and Irish/Erse/Gaeilge/Irish Gaelic. For another, 
a name may be spelled in different ways. One language spoken mainly in China 
(but not related to Chinese) can be spelled Uyghur, Uighur, Uighar, Uygur, Uigur, 
Uighuir, Uiguir, Weiwuer, and Wiga. And that’s if you’re using the Roman alpha-
bet! By its speakers, Uyghur (we had to choose one!) is spelled with Arabic script, 
and it is also sometimes represented in Cyrillic letters or Chinese characters.

In the course of a century, many languages die and a few may be born. Oc-
casionally, a dead language may be revived, as Hebrew has been. Similarly, the 
last speaker of Cornish, a Celtic language, died in 1777, but in the southwest 
of England it is being revived and is in use now among several hundred speak-
ers, including some native speakers under 20 years of age. Manx, also Celtic 
and formerly spoken on the Isle of Man in the Irish Sea, is now extinct as a first 
language, but some second-language speakers are endeavoring to revive it. In 
Worcester, Massachusetts, Red Thunder Cloud died in 1996—and with him died 
Catawba, a Siouan language. In 2010 Boa Sr., the last native speaker of Bo, died 
in the Andaman Islands in the Bay of Bengal, and with her died her language. It 
is estimated that one natural language dies every couple of weeks.

New languages can also be born. Pidgins are spoken in some places as a 
second language, usually for limited functions such as bartering or commerce 
between speakers of different languages, but when circumstances in those places 
allow children to acquire a pidgin as their first language it will undergo a pro-
cess called creolization, through which it develops into a full-blown language. 
Creoles such as Nigerian Pidgin and Saramaccan must be counted among the 
world’s languages (even when their speakers call them pidgins).

One useful source of information, The Ethnologue, lists 7,105 languages. But 
don’t take that number to be exact. Consider that in this book we sometimes 
refer to “Chinese” and that the U.S. Census Bureau allows residents to iden-
tify themselves as speaking “Chinese,” whereas The Ethnologue cites Chinese 

How Many Languages Are There?
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Does the United States Have an Official Language? 3

only as a “macrolanguage,” with 13 distinct language members carrying names 
such as Hakka Chinese, Mandarin Chinese, Wu Chinese, Xiang Chinese, and 
Yue  Chinese, each of which may have dialects of its own. In the English-speak-
ing world,  Mandarin Chinese is known simply as Mandarin and Yue Chinese 
as  Cantonese. Included among the Ethnologue’s 7,105 languages are some sign 
 languages.  Except for their channel of expression, sign languages are like spoken 
languages and share with them the challenges of being identified and counted. 
In the city of Chiangmai in Thailand, Chiangmai Sign Language is known only 
among older signers in the deaf community, while younger signers use a distinct 
language called Thai Sign Language.

It seems safe to stick with the conventional wisdom that there are about   
7,000 languages in use in the world. Of those, only six—Arabic, Chinese,  English, 
French, Russian, and Spanish—have official status at the United Nations, and only 
five of those rank among the top 10 languages in the world in  number of  speakers. 
French does not. On the other hand, Hindi, Bengali, Portuguese,  German, and 
Japanese have greater numbers of speakers than some official U.N.  languages. 
The U.S. Census Bureau identified well over 300 individual languages in use in 
the United States between 2006 and 2008. The New York Times reported in 2010 
that New York City’s public schools were home to speakers of 176  languages and 
that residents of Queens, one of the city’s five boroughs, spoke 138 languages. 
In all, the Big Apple was home to some 800 languages. Given that the U.S. 
 Census  Bureau reports over 300 and the New York Times about 800, the difficulty 
of counting  languages becomes apparent. Consider, too, that The Ethnologue lists 
over 40,000 primary names, alternate names, and dialect names for language 
 varieties. Determining an exact number of languages in the entire world is a 
significant challenge!

Does the United States  
Have an Official Language?
Many people, including many U.S. residents, think the United States has Eng-
lish as its official language. It does not. In fact, the United States does not have 
an official language—and has never had one. Like the nation as a whole, some 
states have no official language; other states designate English as their official 
language; the only state with more than one official language is Hawaii, where 
English and Hawaiian are both official.

Some Americans also tend to think of the United States as essentially a mono-
lingual nation, albeit with large numbers of Spanish speakers in the Southwest, 
Southeast, and Northeast. Actually, 55 million U.S. residents 5 years old or older 
speak a home language other than English (that’s almost 20 percent). Thirty-four 
million of those speak Spanish, and more than half of those Spanish speakers report 
that they also speak English very well. In seven heavily populated states at least 
one of every four residents over the age of 5 speaks a home language other than 
English. All 50 states have speakers of Arabic, Hindi, Hungarian, Korean, Tagalog, 
Thai, Urdu, and Vietnamese. All 50 states also have Native American speakers 
of indigenous North American languages. Navajo, with about 170,000 speakers, 
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4 Chapter 1 Languages and Linguistics

is spoken in homes in New Mexico, Arizona, 
and several other states. According to figures in 
The Ethnologue, 176  living languages are used 
in the United States today. They range from 
Achumawi,  Alabama, and Louisiana  Creole  
French to  Hawaiian, Lakota, Maricopa,  Uyghur, 
 Vietnamese, and Yatzachi Zapoteco. The  California  
Department of Motor Vehicles administers its 
driver’s license  written examination in no fewer 
than 32 languages, including Amharic,  Armenian, 
Cambodian, Hindi, Hmong,  Hungarian,  Indonesian, 
Laotian,  Persian,  Punjabi, Samoan, Tongan, and 
Turkish. At the 2010 U.S. Census website, instruc-
tions for filling out the census form were available 
in 59 languages, including  Cebuano, Chamorro, 
Chuukese, Dinka, Haitian Creole, Marshallese, 
Navajo, Nepali, Swahili, Tamil, and Telugu. 
 Wherever useful, election ballots are printed in 
multiple languages.

Still, the linguistic richness of the United States is not stable. The survival 
of most Native American languages is threatened. Because speakers tend to be 
older and because insufficient resources support these heritage languages, they 
are yielding to English among younger Native Americans. After English, no lan-
guage spoken in the United States comes close to Spanish in number of speak-
ers. Its 34.5 million U.S. speakers far exceed the 2.5 million who speak Chinese 

and the 2.0 million who speak French, 
the two next popular. With few excep-
tions the children or  grandchildren of 
immigrants cannot comfortably speak 
or readily understand the language of 
their grandparents, and this is true even 
of Spanish. Moreover, for all the rich-
ness of  languages other than English  
throughout the United States, 225 mil-
lion U.S.  residents above the age of 
5 speak only  English at home—that’s a 
 whopping 80 percent.

Los Angeles, California. Polling place notice posted 
in seven languages: English, Chinese, Japanese, 
Korean, Spanish, Tagalog, and Vietnamese.

Try It Yourself  Using your knowl-

edge about current and past immigration 

patterns, identify the eight most popular non-English 

languages spoken among U.S. residents aged 5 and 

older. Spanish, Chinese, and French fill the first three 

slots, and Italian and Arabic are ranked ninth and tenth. 

Which languages are in between?

What Is Human Language?

The modern study of language is rooted in questions first raised millennia 
ago. As old as speculation on any subject, inquiry into the nature of language 
occupied Plato and Aristotle and other Greek philosophers, as well philoso-
phers from India. In some areas of grammatical analysis, the ancients made 
contributions that have remained useful for 2,000 years and established some 
of the categories still used today. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
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What Is Human Language? 5

the field of linguistics emerged to address certain age-old questions,  including 
these:

◆	 What is the nature of the relationship between signs and what they signify?
◆	 What are the basic elements of a language?
◆	 How are the basic elements of language organized into words, sentences, 

and discourse?
◆	 What enables us to produce and understand countless sentences never 

encountered before?
◆	 How do languages achieve their communicative goals?
◆	 What is the origin of language?
◆	 In what ways do languages change and develop?
◆	 What does it mean to say two languages are related?
◆	 What is the relationship between a language and a dialect?
◆	 What enables a young child to learn a language so efficiently?
◆	 What makes it so challenging for an adult to learn a language?
◆	 Are there right and wrong ways to express things, and—if so—who decides?

This book provides a modern context for asking and addressing these and other 
questions about language.

Three Faces of a Language System
The fundamental function of every language system is to link meaning and 
 expression—to provide verbal expression for thought and feeling and for that 
expression to be comprehensible to others. A grammar can be viewed as a coin 
whose two sides are expression and meaning and whose function is to systemati-
cally link the two. But language is not simply a two-sided coin; it has a third 
face so important in producing and interpreting utterances that it can override 
almost all else. That face is context, and only in context can an expression convey 
a speaker’s intended meaning and be correctly interpreted by a hearer.

Imagine a New England dinner-table conversation about, say, the cost of liv-
ing. In the course of the conversation, a guest asks the host, “Is there a state 
income tax in Connecticut?” The question could elicit replies of “Yes,” “No,” or 
“I don’t know” because in this context it is likely to be understood as a request for 
information. But consider an equally straightforward inquiry made of the host 
on the same occasion: “Is there any salt on the table?” To this question earnest 
replies of “Yes,” “No,” or “I don’t know” would mark the host as inconsiderate.

Is there a state income tax in Connecticut?
Is there any salt on the table?

The form of the salt question resembles the form of the income tax ques-
tion, but the point of the questions—their intended meaning—and the expected 
responses could hardly be more different. At a dinner table, a guest inquiring 
about salt expects a host to recognize that it’s salt that’s wanted, not informa-
tion! By contrast, in a related context—with the host in the kitchen, pepper 
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6 Chapter 1 Languages and Linguistics

mill in hand, and facing a guest who’s just come from 
the dining room—the question, “Is there any salt on the 
table?” is likely to be understood as seeking information 
even though the form of the question is exactly the same 
as the one asked by the guest at the table. In answer to 
the question asked in the dining room, a reply of “Yes” 
or “No” or “I don’t know” would seem bizarre. In the 
kitchen, it would be altogether appropriate.

You can see, then, that conversationalists cannot 
interpret the point of an utterance from expression 
alone. To grasp the intended meaning of an expression, 
hearers must consider it in its context. Likewise, speak-
ers routinely rely on a hearer’s ability to recognize 
their intentions in uttering an expression in a specific 
context.

Besides meaning and expression, then, at the base of 
language use is context, and language can be better viewed as a three-sided 
triangle comprising expression, meaning, and context, as shown in Figure 1.1.

 Expression encompasses words, phrases, and sentences, including intona-
tion and stress. Meaning refers to the senses and referents of those elements 
of expression. Context refers to the social situation in which expression is ut-
tered and includes whatever has been expressed earlier in that situation and 
any shared knowledge between speaker and hearer. What links expression 
and meaning is grammar. What links grammar and interpretation is context. 
Without attention to both grammar and context, language utterances cannot be 
understood.

Language: Mental and Social
Language is often viewed as a vehicle of thought, a system of expression that 
mediates the transfer of thought from one person to another. It does—and in 
everyday life it also serves equally important social and emotional functions.

Linguists are interested in models of how language is organized in the mind 
and how it is shaped by the social structures of human communities, reflecting 
those structures in expression and interpretation.

Figure 1.1 Three Faces of Language
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Signs: Arbitrary and Nonarbitrary
In everyday conversation we talk about signs—signs of trouble with the econ-
omy, no sign of a train arriving at a railway station, someone’s vital signs, 
and so on. Signs are indicators of something else. In the examples just men-
tioned, the indicator is inherently related to the thing indicated, and such 
nonarbitrary signs have a direct, often causal relationship to the things they 
indicate. Smoke is a nonarbitrary sign of fire, clouds a nonarbitrary sign of 
impending rain.
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Signs: Arbitrary and Nonarbitrary 7

Arbitrary Signs
Nonarbitrary signs such as clouds and smoke differ from partly or wholly arbi-
trary signs. With arbitrary signs like traffic lights, railroad crossing indicators, 
wedding rings, and national flags, no causal or inherent connection exists be-
tween the sign and what it signifies. Arbitrary indicators can be present even 
when the thing indicated is absent (as with a bachelor wearing a wedding ring). 
Because they are conventional representations, arbitrary signs can be changed. If 
a national transportation department decided to use the color blue as the signal 
to stop traffic, it could do so. Or it could use red or, for that matter, green. The 
relationship between words and what they signify is generally arbitrary, and we 
say that language is a system of arbitrary signs.

Representational Signs
Some essentially arbitrary signs are not entirely arbitrary and may suggest their 
meaning. Poison may be suggested by a skull and crossbones , while an icon 
such as  may suggest the sun, and the roman numerals II and III, with two and 
three strokes respectively, represent the numbers two and three. Because these 
signs suggest what they indicate, they are partly iconic. Signs that are basically 
arbitrary but partly iconic are called representational. Linguistic examples in-
clude the English meow and boom, insofar as those words suggest what they sig-
nify, but even words that mimic natural noises are cross-linguistically different.

Iconic expression can also appear spontaneously in ordinary speech. I once 
telephoned the home of a friend, and her 4-year-old son answered. He reported 
that his mother was showering, and when I said I’d call back in a few minutes he 
indicated that calling back soon would 
do no good. His explanation was this: 
My mother is taking a long, loong, looong 
shower. By stretching out his pronuncia-
tion of the vowel sound in long, the boy 
demonstrated the potential for iconicity 
in human language. By making his vow-
els longer, he directly signaled length of 
time and thus iconically emphasized the 
salient part of his meaning. Representa-
tional language (also called iconic) is 
expression that in any fashion mimics 
or directly suggests its content.

Iconicity can also be expressed in grammar. Consider that English has two 
ways of organizing conditional  sentences—such as those with if. The condition 
(the “if” part) can precede the consequence or follow it.

If you behave, I’ll give you some M&Ms. (condition precedes consequence)
I’ll give you some M&Ms if you behave. (condition follows consequence)

English permits placing the condition (if you behave) before or after the conse-
quence (I’ll give you some M&Ms). While contextual factors may influence the 

Try It Yourself  Besides the boy’s 

stretching out the vowel in long to repre-

sent length of time, identify a second way in which “My 

mother is taking a long, loong, looong shower” is iconic. 

Now, identify another very, very common example in 

English in which the second way conveys a meaning 

different from extended length. (Hint: Examine the 

 preceding sentence attentively.)
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8 Chapter 1 Languages and Linguistics

choice, speakers and writers show a strong preference for the condition to pre-
cede the consequence, a preference shared with many languages. The reason has 
to do with the order of occurrence of real-world events described by conditional 
sentences. In our example the addressee must first behave; only after that will 
the speaker provide some M&M candies. These real-world events are ordered 
in time, and the real-world order is reflected in the preferred linguistic order of 
condition before consequence. With condition before consequence, the expres-
sion mimics the sequencing of real-world events. Some languages allow only 
the condition-before-consequence pattern; others permit both patterns. But no 
language appears to limit conditional sentences to the non-iconic order of con-
sequence before condition.

Language—A System of Arbitrary Signs
Despite occasional iconic characteristics, human language is essentially arbitrary. 
Except for the associations established by convention, the form of an expression 
is generally independent of its meaning. Imagine a parent trying to catch a few 
minutes of the televised evening news while preparing dinner. Suddenly a strong 
aroma of, say, burning rice wafts into the TV room. This nonarbitrary sign will 
send the parent scurrying to salvage dinner. The aroma is caused by the burning 
rice and would convey its message to speakers of any language. There is nothing 
conventionalized about the message. Now consider the words of a youngster in 
the kitchen who shouts, “The rice is burning!” That utterance is just as likely to 
send the parent hurtling to the kitchen, but the words are arbitrary. It is a set of 
facts about English (not about burning rice) that enables the utterance to alert the 
parent. The utterance is thus an arbitrary sign.

Other languages express the same meaning differently: Korean by pap thanda, 
Swahili by wali inaunguwu, Arabic by yahtariqu alruzzu. The forms of these utter-
ances are not iconic and have nothing to do with rice or the manner in which it 
is cooking. Instead, they reflect only the language systems of Korean, Swahili, or 
Arabic. As you see, a central characteristic of human language is that the connec-
tion between words and what they mean—between signifier and  signified—is 
largely arbitrary.

Languages as Patterned Structures

Grammatical Competence
Given the arbitrary relationship between linguistic signs and what they repre-
sent, languages must be highly organized systems in order to function as reliable 
means of communication.

What underlies the observable patterns that languages follow are called 
“rules.” Not rules imposed from the outside like traffic regulations, linguistic 
rules do not specify how something should be done. Instead, the rules de-
scribed in this book are based on the observed regularities of language behav-
ior and the underlying systems that can be inferred from that behavior and 
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Languages as Patterned Structures 9

certain kinds of intuitions. They are the rules that even very young children 
acquire unconsciously and put to use when they display mastery of their na-
tive tongue.

A language is a set of elements and a system of rules for combining those 
elements into patterned expressions that serve to accomplish specific tasks in 
specific contexts. Utterances report news, greet relatives, invite friends to lunch, 
request the time of day from strangers. With language, we make wisecracks, 
poke fun, express admiration, propose marriage, create fictional worlds, argue 
for a course of action, and so on. And a language accomplishes its work with a 
finite system that a child masters in a few years. The mental capacity that en-
ables speakers to form grammatical sentences such as My mother is taking a long 
shower rather than “A taking long my shower is mother” (or thousands of other 
possible ill-formed strings of those seven words) is grammatical	competence. 
It enables speakers to produce and understand an infinite number of sentences 
they haven’t heard before. Besides arbitrariness, then, four other hallmarks of 
human language systems deserve highlighting.

Discreteness
Speakers can identify the sound segments in the words of their language. Most 
speakers of English would agree that the words sat, pat, and kid have three 
sounds each, while spat, pats, and kids have four each, and spats and skids five 
each. Likewise for the three sounds in then: the initial consonant sound repre-
sented by th, the vowel sound represented by e, and the final sound represented 
by n. It is a structural feature of language that words are made up of discrete 
(separate) elemental sounds.

Duality
Human languages can be analyzed on two levels. At one level, a language 
can be viewed as having meaningful parts. For example, tabletop has table 
and top as meaningful parts. At a lower level the elements that make up the 
meaningful parts do not themselves carry meaning. The sounds of top don’t 
individually mean anything but form a meaningful unit only when combined 
in a particular order. Precisely because the individual sounds in top don’t 
carry meaning, they can be formed into other combinations with different 
meanings, as in pot, opt, topped, and popped. This two-level analysis—of mean-
ingless elements combined into meaningful ones—is what we call the duality 
hallmark.

Displacement
Human languages are capable of representing things and events that are not 
present but are spatially or temporally distant. Speakers aren’t confined to dis-
cussing events of the here and now but can talk of faraway places and events 
of yesterday, yesteryear, and even yet—or never—to occur. We call this feature 
displacement.
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